
                           Schedule –I (Relating to the E.C. Res. No. 15,  
                                                                                         Annex B dt.17/08/05) 

 
EXAMINATION Rules of 5-Year Bachelor Degree Course in Architecture 

/ 4-year Bachelor Degree Courses in Engineering & Pharmacy / 3-year 
Bachelor of Technology Courses in IEE and FTBE 

 
 
 
Section  - I :          Qualifying Criteria and Grades :  
 
 
        1.  A student will be declared pass without any supplementary if he/she scores 50% in  

             aggregate of all the examination papers of both the semesters in the same academic    

             year and 40% or more in each examination paper of both the semesters in the same   

             academic year. 

 
       2.   A student will have supplementary in an examination paper if he/she scores 50% in  

             aggregate of all the examination papers of both the semesters in the same academic  

             year but scores less than 40% in that paper.  

 

3. Pass marks for a sessional paper will be 50. 
 
 

4. A student will be retained in the same year of study if he / she scores less than 50% 

in aggregate of all the examination papers of both the semesters in the same 

academic year, irrespective of the scores in individual examination papers. 

 

5. A student will be retained in the same year of study if he /she fails to clear even one 

sessional paper in two semesters of an academic year. 

 

6. A student will be retained in the same year of study if he / she fails to fulfill the 

eligibility criterion regarding class attendance. However for genuine reasons VC may 

waive this clause on the basis of recommendation from the Head of the Department. 

 
7. A student will be retained in the same year of study if he/she gets four or more 

supplementary in two semesters of an academic year. 



 
8. A student will be retained in a particular year of study if he/she fails to clear even 

one supplementary paper of the immediately preceding year (not applicable for 1st 

year). 

 
9. A student will have to clear all the papers within eight years from the first year of 

admission in a particular department under the FET of the University. 

 
10. If it is found that a student is already in his /her eighth year of study in a particular 

department under the FET of the University when he/she is promoted to the Final 

year, then he/she will get, if necessary, one additional year of study after final year to 

clear all the papers. 

 
11. Year loss or getting supplementary upto two papers in the entire course of study will 

not count towards obtaining the Degree with Honours. 

 

12.  In the theoretical and sessional papers, grade will be given as follows: 

40% - 49% = E (not applicable for sessional) 

50%-59% = D                                          60%-69% = C 

70%-79% = B          80%-89% = A 

90% or more = S 

 
                                                                                                                                                                 

 
 SECTION = II :    Marks Distribution and Eligibility Criterion  
 
 

1. The total marks in any examination paper will be equal to (0.7*X+Y), where  

X = Marks obtained in the semester examination out of 100. 

Y = Marks obtained in the class test out of 30.  

  
2. In each examination paper, two class tests will be held for the papers taught by 

single teacher and one class test will be taken by each teacher for the papers taught 

by two teachers, each of which will be for 30 marks. 

 



3. The net class test marks in each examination paper will be the arithmetic mean of 

the two class test marks of the respective paper. 

 
4. There will be no marks for attendance. 

 
5. A student will be declared eligible to sit for the semester examination only if his/her 

cumulative attendance in all the examination and sessional papers is equal to or 

more than 60% in a semester. 

 
6. Eligibility criterion regarding class attendance as well as sessionals will be judged 

semester-wise. Even if a student is found to be ineligible after the 1st semester, then 

he/she will be allowed to continue in the 2nd semester to get a chance to clear the 2nd 

semester theoretical and sessional papers. 

 
7. Eligibility regarding class attendance as well as sessional must be finalized and 

published within 7 days from the date of dissolution of theoretical classes in each 

semester. 

 
 

 
SECTION – III :      Promotion vis-à-vis Supplementary Examination   
 

1. Even if a student gets three or less supplementary in two semesters of a 

particular year or study, he/she will be promoted to the next higher year of   

      study, provided that he/she fulfils the other necessary conditions. 

 
    2.   One supplementary examination will be held every year that will start at a date  

          7 days after the completion of the 2nd semester examination, in which the  

          students will get a chance to clear only the first semester supplementary  

          papers. 

 
3.   A student retained in a year as per Cl. 1.7  & 1.8 will be considered as casual  

      students and will not have to clear any paper other than supplementary papers  

      of a particular semester.  

 

 



4. A student retained in a particular year of study (e.g. 1st year because of getting     

      more than three supplementary will be a casual student in that year of study the     

      2nd year) during the next academic year and will need to clear the relevant  

      examination papers by scoring 40 or more in the semester and supplementary  

      examinations. He/she need not sit for class tests again in the respective papers.  

      However, he/she could attend the classes of the concerned papers, if he/she  

      wishes so, but his/her attendance will not be recorded and the eligibility  

      criterion based on class attendance will not be applicable to him/her. 

 

5. A student retained in a particular year of study (e.g. 2nd year) because of failing 

to clear supplementary papers of the immediately preceding year (i.e 1st year), will 

be a casual student in that particular year of study (i.e. 2nd year) during the next 

academic year and will need to clear the relevant examination papers only by 

scoring 40 or more in the semester examination. He/she need not sit again for class 

test in the respective papers. However, he/she could attend the classes of the 

concerned papers, if he/she wishes so, but his /her attendance will not be recorded 

and the eligibility criterion based on class attendance will not be applicable to 

him/her.  

 
 
SECTION – V :      Readmitted and Casual Students 
 

1. Readmitted Student :- 
 

A student will have to take readmission in the following cases: 

a) A student retained in a year of study because of scoring less than 50% 

in aggregate of all the examination papers of both the semesters in the 

same academic year will have to take readmission during the next 

academic year in the concerned year of study. (Please sec. Cl. 1.4, too). 

b) A student retained in a year of study because of failing to clear one or 

more sessional papers of that year will have to take readmission during 

the next academic year in the concerned year of study. (Please see Cl. 

1.5, too.) 



c) A student declared ineligible to sit for the semester examination due to 

non-compliance with the attendance criterion will have to take 

readmission during the next academic year in the concerned year of 

study. (Please see Cl. 1.6, too). 

 
       2.  A student will be allowed to take readmission in a particular year upto a maximum of    

            three consecutive years only, subject to Cl. 1.9, beyond which the studentship will  

            cease to exist.  

 
 
 3.   Casual Student :  

 
 

       A student will be considered a casual candidate in the following cases: 
 
      a)  A student retained in a particular year of study because of getting more than  

           three supplementary on that year. Please see Cl. 1.7 too). 

 
     b)  A student retained in a particular year of study because of failing to clear  

   supplementary papers of the immediately preceding year. (Please see Cl.  

   1.8, too). 

 
                      c)  A student retained in 4th year because of failing to clear supplementary  

   papers of 3rd and /or 4th year. (Please see Cl. 3.8, too). 

 
 

4.  A student will be allowed to remain as a casual candidate in a particular year  

     study upto a maximum of three consecutive years only, subject to Cl. 1.9, beyond 

     which the studentship ill cease to exist. 

 
5.  The status of a readmitted student will be similar to that of a casual student in a    

     particular semester, if he / she has fulfilled all the conditions in that semester of the     

     previous year for not to be retained in the same year as enumerated in Cl. 1.4, 1.5 &  

    1.6. 

  

 



 
 

 


